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Charging Approaches

On Demand 
Charging

Simple 
Smart 

Charging

Automated 
Smart 
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On Demand Charging
Charging starts when the driver expects 
Charging in complete control of the driver 

Driver Unplugs to finish charge

Simple Start to procedure 
Plug in and starts
RFID trigger
Simple App Start

High Cost of charging 
Money 
Energy Balancing



Simple Smart Charging

Longer charging process
Less control 

Charge finished when programmed to finish

Complex to set up either 
Set timings for charge in car or with App

Potential lower Cost of charging
Cheaper if suitable tariff exists
Some balancing based on cost



Automated Smart Charging

Longer charging process
No control

All charging defined by system
Requirements needed

Needs integrating with user energy tariff API
Need a smart connected charger
Cheapest cost charge

Energy balanced by cost alone



Types of Smart 
Charging?

Reduce costs

Use more clean energy

Maximise use of local 
generation and storage



National Grid  
Balancing Supply and demand

Huge impact driven by EVs 
private/public/commercial and transfer to electric 
heating from gas 

Energy providers still have the same tools at their 
disposal demand side response and agile pricing 

Agile pricing works if users can be engaged

Individual EV chargers are too small to take part in 
DM events



End User Demands
Balancing Supply and demand
Drivers want ease of use and are still in the 
mindset of full charge vs grazing charge leads to 
the max demand possible, often at peak time

Fleets of vehicles returning to depot have the 
same characteristics peak plug in and charge to 
full

Software requirements are needed to balance 
match supply to demand 

Demand can be adjusted at a far more granular 
level.



Requirements of Software
Level 5 Smart Charging improve 

balancing

Learned vehicle use improve engagement

Seamless integration of agile tariffs improve 

engagement

Energy aggregation improve balancing

Better planning improve both



Connected Smart Charging 

Current large scale trials under way 
+ Level 4 and 5 smart charging
+ Matches given demand to supply
+ Easy to engage with 
+ Integrations with connected systems tariffs/BMS
- Demand planning (based on usage, not planned)



Vehicle Routing & 
Charging
Existing software drives efficiencies through 
minimising cost to the operator
Systems plan EV usage, some well some not 
based on a set known range of vehicle 
Range is adjustable for EVs
As transition increases depots are unlikely to 
be able to charge all EV to full every night 
without major electrical upgrades
Meaning the real challenge to face fleet 
operators as they transition is how to plan 
journeys with restricted supply a micro 
version of the national problem.



Leveraging Data to 
support
Simple benefits for now 

Historical EV charging data creates a store 
to be mined and AI/ML processes can 
predict usage therefore charge amounts
Historical Chargepoint data mined to 
predict failure and organise proactive 
maintenance 
Data sharing through platforms (OCPI) 
allow for shared knowledge and 
improvement as well as access across 
networks  
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